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Level: Intermediate and above 
 
Topic:        The Scottish National Party plans a referendum on independence for   
       Scotland 
 
Language:   Vocabulary of a news report 
          
Aims:     Reading skills      –  Understanding a short news report  
       Language skills      –  Vocabulary – politics 
            Speaking skills                 –  Debating independence for children from   
                   parents  

   
Materials:   Worksheet 1      –  Comprehension questions  
       Worksheet 2      – Vocabulary matching task  

Worksheet 3  –  Grammar/language focus – vocabulary 
 
                                                                                             

     News story       –  Available online at: 
 

http://www.bbclearningenglish.com./newsenglish/witn/2007/08/070815_scotland.shtm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Preparation: Before the lesson, make enough copies of worksheets 2 and 4 so that there 

is one worksheet for every 4 – 5 students. Cut up the vocabulary and 
explanations  to make a matching exercise. Students also need one copy 
each of worksheet 1. 
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LESSON STAGES 
 
A  Stimulate student interest in text 
Ask students to match the countries with the dates of their independence: 
 
Algeria 1902 
Cuba 1962 
Bangladesh 1971 
Montenegro 1994 
South Africa 2006 
 
 
Answers: 
Algeria 1962 
Cuba 1902 
Bangladesh 1971 
Montenegro 2006 
South Africa 1994 
 
Ask students when their country/countries became independent. Ask them to talk a little 
bit about the history of their country around that time.  
 
B  Pre-teach essential vocabulary 
Elicit/present key vocabulary that students need either to understand the key points in the 
text or to understand and/or answer any questions that you'll set them later in the lesson. 
The vocabulary is from Words in the News (so you can elicit the vocabulary by using the 
explanations provided online or below).   
 
You could either pre-teach the vocabulary at this stage of the lesson or you could use the 
vocabulary building activity from further down in this lesson plan. Have students working 
together in small groups and ask them to try to match the vocabulary with the definitions.  
Encourage them to work with the other groups to pool their knowledge.  
 
When they have done as much as they can, if they have dictionaries, ask them to look up 
the words to check their answers and to find out the definitions of any words they are not 
sure of. If they don't have dictionaries, check their answers and give them help with any 
words they aren't sure of. 
 
Whichever method you use to elicit/present the vocabulary, you should then model it (say 
it clearly, highlighting the word stress) and get them to repeat the words after you. 
 
has long advocated  
has publicly argued for something or supported an idea for a long period of time 
 
holds the reins of power 
is very powerful 
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divergent views 
different opinions or points of view 
 
essence  
central characteristic 
 
robust debate 
full and frank discussions 
 
fact, reason, logic 
statement that can be proved to be true 
 
smears 
things said in public which are meant to hurt people or harm their reputations or which 
aren't true 
 
dilemma 
when you have a difficult choice to make between two different things  
 
to boycott 
to agree to not do something (usually to show that you disagree with a rule, law or policy) 
 
a referendum 
a vote on a single issue, rather than a vote for a particular politician or party 
 
 
C  Written record of vocabulary 
Write the words on the board, eliciting spelling as you write. Elicit and show the word 
stress of each item and word class, if appropriate. 
 
Give students some time to copy the boardwork into their notebooks. 
 
Boardwork: 
 
has long advocated  
 
holds the reins of power 
 
divergent views 
 
essence  
 
robust debate 
 
fact, reason, logic 
 
smears 
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dilemma 
 
to boycott 
 
a referendum 
 
 
D  Set a skimming question  
Tell the students they are going to read a text about independence in Scotland. Put this 
question on the board: 
 
Who is in favour of Scottish independence? 
  
a. Alex Salmond 
b. The three main opposition parties 
c. 30 – 40 % of the Scottish population 
 
Students read text the first time.  
 
Give them a time limit (1 - 2 minutes) to read the text quickly to find the answer to the 
question. They do not need to understand the details of the text to answer it. 
 
 
E  Check answers 
a. Alex Salmond 
c. The three main opposition parties 
Paragraph 1 'Alex Salmond, has long advocated independence' and paragraph 3 says 'the 
opinion polls suggest support for independence is between thirty and forty per cent'. 
 
 
F  Set specific information questions 
Hand out worksheet 1 or use the online quiz. Students complete the worksheet to help 
them understand the text in more detail. Give them a time limit (5 - 6 minutes) to read the 
text a second time in more detail and to answer the questions.   
 
 
G  Check answers 
Elicit True or False answers. Direct attention to a particular paragraph if an answer is 
wrong to try to elicit the correct answer (see worksheet 1 and answer key). 
 
 
H  Vocabulary consolidation/building  
Students do the vocabulary matching exercise (worksheet 2 that you cut up before the 
lesson). In small groups they match the correct word with the right definition. 
 
 
I  Check answers  
Elicit answers. If an answer is wrong, ask other students to try to elicit the correct answer. 
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J  Vocabulary focus: Vocabulary – politics 
Ask students to call out as many words about politics that they can see in the text. Make a 
list on the board. Elicit/teach any of the items as you work through the list. Then use 
worksheet 3 to focus on this vocabulary. 
 
 
K  Check answers  
If an answer is wrong, ask other students to try to elicit the correct answer (see worksheet 
3 and answer key). 
 
 
L  Follow-up activity: Speaking 
Ask the students the reasons why countries want to become independent. Is it always good 
for a country to become independent? Why/ why not? 
 
Next ask them to think on a much smaller scale – not a county, region, area, city, village, 
street or house, but a person. What about independence for people? What age should 
children become independent from their parents? 
 
Put the following statements on the board and elicit other, similar ones from students. 
 

• Children should start earning money as soon as they can. 
• Children should always look after their parents. 
• Children should leave their parents' house and live separately from them from the 

age of 16. 
• People should be allowed to get married at any age. 
• Parents are responsible for their children all their lives. 

 
Tell the students they are going to debate and discuss these topics with other students.  
  
First, nominate half the class to be pro-children while the other half will be pro-parents.  
 
Second, get students to work in small groups (of all pro-children or all pro-parents) to 
brainstorm some of the main points they'd like to get across in their debate.  
 
Third, regroup students – either in pairs or small groups - so they are now working with 
different students than the ones they were working with in the brainstorming activity and 
there is a mixture of pro-children and pro-parents in each group. Have them discuss the 
topics for about 5 – 10 minutes.  
 
 
M  Feedback 
Give praise for the discussion you heard and show your interest in the different ideas 
expressed. Give praise for correct language, and give feedback on incorrect language. You 
could write some example  phrases or sentences on the board and elicit from students 
which ones are correct and which ones are wrong and why. 
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 1 
 

 
 

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS 

Are the following sentences true or false? 

1.  In the last few months Alex Salmond has started to ask for Scottish 
independence. 

T/F 

2.  He is a powerful politician and his party has complete control in 
Scotland. 

T/F 

3.  
Alex Salmon says that the central point of living in a democratic 
country is that people can have different points of view from each 
other. 

T/F 

4.  He says that Scottish people don't like discussing difficult issues. T/F 

5.  Politicians from other parties don't want to get involved with Alex 
Salmond's conversations about independence. 

T/F 

6.  None of the politicians from other parties support the idea of having a 
public vote on independence now. 

T/F 
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 2 
 

 
VOCABULARY 
Match these words and phrases to their definitions. 
 
 

1.  has long advocated A. statement that can be proved to be true 

2.  holds the reins of 
power 

B different opinions or points of view 

3.  divergent views C. to agree to not do something (usually to show that 
you disagree with a rule, law or policy) 

4.  essence D. full and frank discussions 

5.  robust debate E. has publicly argued for something or supported an 
idea for a long period of time 

6.  fact, reason, logic F. when you have a difficult choice to make between 
two different things 

7.  smears G. is very powerful 

8.  dilemma H. central characteristic 

9.  to boycott I. a vote on a single issue, rather than a vote for a 
particular politician or party 

10. a referendum J. things said in public which are meant to hurt people 
or harm their reputations or which aren't true 
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STUDENT WORKSHEET 3  

 
 
The following words in bold from today's text are all connected with politics. Put them 
into the correct columns below depending on their categories. The first one has been done 
for you. 
 
leader      party    independence    First Minister   parliament  
 
     majority         constitutional changes       proposals  
 
strategy    democracy   debate       opponents    opposition parties 
 
  oppose     referendum     opinion poll    defeat 
 
 
Political people Political places Political ideas or actions 
leader   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 
Now fill in the blanks below with one of the words from the table.  
 
1. After their _______________ in the election, the party changed its most unpopular 

policies to try to win back people's support.  
 
2. The government and the _______________ can't agree on the way to deal with high 

unemployment.   
 
3. Most politicians show support for their _______________ in public, even if in private 

they don't like him or her.   
 
4. Politicians from all the parties had a _______________ and there were arguments for 

and against the policy.  
 
5. The Prime Minister wants to introduce some  _______________ but the opposition 

party doesn't want the written rules of government to change.   
 
6. Donald Dewar was the leader of the Scottish Labour Party and the  _______________ 

of Scotland from 1999 until he died in 2000. 
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ANSWER KEY 
 

 
STUDENT WORKSHEET 1 
 
1. False – Paragraph 1 says 'The leader of the Scottish National Party, Alex Salmond, has 

long advocated independence'. 
 
2. False – Paragraph 1 says 'He holds the reins of power…in the Scottish parliament, but 

his party does not have a majority'. 
 
3. True – Paragraph 2 says 'Divergent views are the very essence of democracy'. 
 
4. False – Paragraph 2 says 'robust debate is part of what makes us Scottish'. 
 
5. False – Paragraph 3 says 'The three main opposition parties …don't want to boycott a 

debate'. 
 
6. False – Paragraph 3 says 'some of the SNP's opponents favour holding a referendum 

now'. 
 
STUDENT WORKSHEET 2 
 
1.  E      2. G     3. B     4. H     5. D   
6.  A        7.  J     8. F     9. C       10. I 
  
 
STUDENT WORKSHEET 3 
 
Political people Political places Political ideas or actions 
leader parliament independence 
party  constitutional changes 
First Minister  proposals 
majority  strategy 
opponents  democracy 
opposition parties  debate 
  oppose 
  referendum 
  opinion poll 
  defeat 

 
1. defeat 
 
2. opposition parties/First Minister  
 
3. leader/First Minister 

4. debate 
 
5. constitutional changes 
 
6. First Minister
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